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Increasing structure in Web queries

At least 57% of Web search queries 
mention entity or target type/category
[Lin et. al., WWW 2012]
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When precise metadata can be extracted,
soft select queries get good responses
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� Goal: avoid brittleness
� Instead of “falling off 

the structure cliff” …
� “Slide down the 

structure ramp”
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Knowledge graph (KG)
� A hierarchy of types
� Entities, each connected 

to one or more types
� Transitively belong to all 

their supertypes
� Binary relations between 

entities as simple edges
� General relations as 

hyperedges/stars
� KG useful but incomplete Knowledge

graph

Physicist

Person

EntityType
hierarchy

Entities
B94 P22

The Time and Space
of Uncle Albert Albert Einstein

Book

Lemmas

B95

Uncle Albert and the
Quantum Quest

Relations:
author(Book,Person)
bornAt(Person,Place)
leader(Person,Country)

Relations:
author(Book,Person)
bornAt(Person,Place)
leader(Person,Country)

B41

Relativity: The Special…
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Query: losing team baseball world series 1998

Query = target type hints + word matchers
� Large type catalog

• Most query words match 
some type

Query: losing team baseball world series 1998

Incorrect type:
World_Series_Hockey_teams

Query: losing team baseball world series 1998
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� Large type catalog
• Most query words match 

some type

� Correct target type leads to 
entity mentioned often with 
other query words

� Non-trivial inference cycle 
through KG and corpus

� Need to discover query 
word roles

� (Two roles for the moment)

Query: losing team baseball world series 1998

Entity: San Diego Padres

By comparison, the Padres have been to two
World Series, losing in 1984 and 1998.

mentionOf

Word matchesinstanceOf

Evidence snippet

Query = target type hints + word matchers

Correct Type:
Major_league_baseball_teams
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Choose type 
to describe 

entity

Generative approach: plate diagram

ϕ
Type description 
language model

For each query

Entity context 
language model

Choose 
entity

For each 
query word…

“Switch” variables: 
word hints at type 
or is a matcher?Generate 

query word

hints matchers
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Compatibility between 
matchers and snippets that 

mention e

Feature vector design inspired by generative

Feature vector 
given query, 
entity, type, 

switches

Models 
type prior 
Pr(t|e)

Models 
entity prior

Compatibility between hint 
words and type

Hints Matchers

Generative:

Discriminative:
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� Generative significantly better than generic (lower)
• Generative fills 28% gap to human (upper)

� Discriminative significantly better than generic (lower)
• Discriminative fills 43% gap to human (upper)

� Discriminative significantly better than generative
• Easier to balance diverse scales of probabilities
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Next step: refine selectors to entity and relation
� Queries seek answer entities (e2)
� Contain (query) entities (e1) , target types (t2), relations

(r), and selectors (s)
� An interpretation z of the query is a segmentation and 

labeling as per above roles
� Many noisy interpretations, overlapping labels
query e1 r t2 s

dave navarro
first band

dave navarro band band first

dave navarro - band first

spider 
automobile 
company

spider automobile 
company

automobile 
company

-

automobile company company spider
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Potential
for belief that
e2 ∈ t2

Fix/”observe”
candidate e2 and score it

Potential for belief
that (e1, r, e2) holds
given the KG

Linking score
for entity

grounded
in query

Potential between
relation hint 
and r

Potential between
type hint segment
in query and t2

Enhanced segmentation + scoring model
Z

T2 R SE1

E2

Segmentation
Default potential
for not interpreting
some query words
as hints of e1, r, t2

Presence of corpus 
snippets mentioning 
s, e1, e2 and 
expressing
relation r (with 
lenient scoring)
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Type language model (LM)
� How are target types expressed in queries?
� Create micro-document for each type using

� Description link /common/topic/alias
� Words in type name /people/person/profession
� Incoming relation links 

� Sample micro-document for /location/citytown
� City, location, headquarters, capital_city, …

� Smoothed Dirichlet language model from micro-docs
� Favors specific types over generic ones

� “city” should map to /location/citytown and not
/location/location
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Relation language model
� How are relation hints expressed in queries?
� Objective: To map relation mentions to KG (Freebase) 

relation(s)
� Use annotated ClueWeb09 corpus + KG triples
� For each KG triple

• Locate two endpoints entities in corpus sentences
• Extract dependency path phrase between entities
• Maintain co-occurrence counts of <phrase, rel>

� Prune relation’s LM using PMI etc.
� Score using LM

Query-corpus mismatch;
possible mitigation using

query+click logs
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Scoring corpus snippets
� Estimates support for interpretation in corpus
� Snippets scored using RankSVM, distant supervision

• All snippets with gold e2 and some query words are +ve
• All snippets with bad e2 and some query words are -ve

� Partial list of features
� NumSnippets with distance(e2, e1) < k (for k = 5, 10)
� NumSnippets with distance(e2, r) < k (for k = 3, 6)
� NumSnippets with relation phrases between e1, e2
� NumSnippets covering fraction of query IDF > k (k = 0.2, 0.4, 

0.6, 0.8)
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Limitations of query segmentation
� Combinatorial explosion with number of roles
� Roles of query spans not mutually exclusive
� E.g., who discovered penicillin vs. 

who discovered antarctica
� Penicillin helps infer t2 better than who (alone) and even 

discovered
� Having chosen interpretation {e1}, r, t2, e2:

• Extract features φ between these and the whole query
• Learn weights w to score interpretation
• (Does structured interpretation include e2 or not?)
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Diffused clue spans in queries

s

r

t2
e1

Query 1998seriesworldlostteambaseball

San Diego Padres

Baseball team World Series
1998

lost
AnotherTeam

won

Convnets have
a proven ability
to scan over a
sequence or grid
and detect patterns candidate
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AQQUCN system sketch[Sawant+2018]

� Language models replaced with three convolutional
networks (CNNs) specialized to three subtasks of 
identifying r, t2, and passages with e2 and s

� CNNs can attend overlapping query spans for clues

Query-
corpus 
network

Query-
relation 
convnet

Query-
type 

convnet

Query-
corpus 
network

Query-
corpus 
convnet

Score combination network
Aggregation 

over snippets

KG Corpus

Entity
ranking

loss
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Distant supervision of score combination

� Labeled instances are (q, {e*2})
� Gold interpretations not provided
� Two approaches, based on definition of 

“interpretation” with respect to KG
• ({e1}, r, t2):Template of structured query; executing on 

KG gives a set {e2}
• Compare {e2} against {e*2}; set-oriented reward R/P/F1

• ({e1}, r, t2, e2): Joint interpretation and ranking of e2s
• Use surrogate of ranking loss like AUC, MAP, NDCG
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Distant supervision for ranking AUC
Good e2 should beat bad e2:

Nonconvex feasible region; replace LHS max with convex combination:

Solve above, alternately fitting w and annealing entropy of u

Latent variable 
discriminative 

learning (LVDT)

Over best interpretation for each
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Data sets

� 100% of WebQuestions answerable by KG alone
• Some of these can benefit from corpus-guided ranking

� Only 57% of TREC-INEX answerable by KG
• Corpus vital for additional evidence

� Broad spectrum of query syntax support

Rich20323778WQ-NLQ

Poor240563WQ-KWWeb-
Questions

Rich211493TI-NLQ

Poor211493TI-KWTREC-
INEX

Syntax#Test#TrainNameSource
Keyword

(KW)

Natural
language

query
(NLQ)
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KG-corpus synergy
� Corpus and 

knowledge graph 
help each other 
to deliver better 
performance

� WQ better on 
KG, TI on corpus

� Grid search vs. 
LVDT mixed 
story

Both

Corpus

KG

Both

Corpus

KG

Both

Corpus

KG

Both

Corpus

KG

Source

.406.323.295

.280.210.170

.345.281.257LVDT

.474.401.377

.291.228.188

.394.343.329Grid 
search

WQ-KW

.541.436.419

.315.272.267

.293.264.255LVDT

.502.419.409

.471.388.381

.241.209.201Grid 
search

TI-KW

P@10MRRMAPOptData
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Comparison of query templates
Dataset Formulation MAP MRR n@10

TI-KW

No interpretation (generic) .205 .215 .292

Type + Selector .292 .306 .356

Grid search .409 .419 .502

LVDT .419 .436 .541

WQ-KW

No interpretation (generic) .080 .095 .131

Type + Selector .116 .152 .201

Grid search .377 .401 .474

LVDT .295 .323 .406

� Entity-relation-type-selector template yields better 
accuracy than type-selector template

(?e2 in t2) near {s}
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Entity ranking performance

� Only [Joshi+ 2014] reported entity ranking perf
� Hard segmentation too slow on long WQ-NLQ queries in 

case of [Joshi+ 2014]

62.861.260.0AQQUCNWQ-NLQ
59.355.955.6AQQUCN
47.440.137.7Joshi+WQ-KW
56.453.651.4AQQUCN
42.636.235.8Joshi+TI-NLQ
61.759.156.5AQQUCN
50.241.940.9Joshi+TI-KW

NDCGMRRMAPSystemData
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Entity set retrieval performance

58.7Aqqucn (ideal threshold)

44.5Aqqucn (threshold*)

36.5Berant+2015

35.3AqquWQ-KW

55.8Aqqucn (ideal threshold)

39.8Aqqucn (threshold*)

10.7Berant+2015

23.6AqquTI-NLQ

60.7Aqqcn (ideal threshold)

43.3Aqqucn (threshold*)

12.7Berant+2015

22.5AqquTI-KW

F1SystemData

62.7Aqqucn (ideal threshold)

50.1Aqqucn (threshold*)

53.3Xu+2016

52.5Yih+2015 (STAGG)

49.6Berant+2015

49.5Aqqu

44.3Yao+2015

35.7Berant+2013

33.0Yao+2014

WQ-
NLQ

F1SystemData

*Trying to compare ranking and set retrieval systems
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Complex multi-step queries: join, arithmetic, logic
� Manuel Blum son college
� College where Manual Blum's relative teaches
� Movie directed by Bernard Chazelle’s relative

• Bernard Chazelle related-to ?r, ?r directed ?m, ?m is-a movie
� Companies that make fanless motherboards

• ?m is-a motherboard, ?m has-attribute fanless, ?c makes ?m
� Cities where Einstein taught

• Einstein taught-at ?u, ?u located-in ?c
� Satyajit Ray age when Sukumar Ray died

• Satyajit born-in ?y1, Sukumar died-in ?y2, ?y2−?y1
� Countries that have more rivers than India

• ?r is-a river, ?c is-a country, ?r located-in ?c,
build table (?r, count(?c)) group-by ?r, …

Also see
arXiv
1801.10314
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Learning to compose operators[Andreas+2016]

� KG entities embedded
� Library of operators: 

lookup, find, relate, and,…
� KG w, query x, operator 

graph layout z, response y

� Choosing layout Pr(z|x,θ
ℓ
)

• Difficult and messy

� Executing layout to get  
answers Prz(y|w,θe)
• Relatively easy
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Choosing layout using memory network[Liang+2016]

� Input query x
� Output is a “program”: 

sequence of
V←(F A1,…,AK) actions

� F is an operator, A arguments,
V an allocated variable

� Sequence to sequence translator with memory to store V
• Encoder reads x token by token to end, outputs state to decoder
• Decoder outputs “program” token by token, consulting all encoder states
• Both encoder and decoder may update memory

� Later arguments refer to earlier Vs (how to choose?)
� Deferred reward, if executed program outputs gold y

Largest city
in the US
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Neural symbolic machine overview

Encoder LSTM

Record
grounded
entities in
memory
with key
= LSTM
state

Decoding to (non-backprop-able) program to be executed on KG �

Lookup something
close to v1, to generate
memory “address” R1
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Summary and outlook
� Question answering must use both KG and corpus

• KG: structured, low-noise, low coverage
• Corpus: high coverage but unstructured and noisy
• Tailored heterogeneous network design
• Not end-to-end trained [Roth 2017]

� Query “understanding” improving but still brittle
• Schema-light syntax-agnostic evidence aggregation

� Decomposing complex query into subtasks and 
assembling answer using arithmetic and logic are still 
major challenges


